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Species competition is present under many different forms and strategies including aggressiveness [2], [3]. In particular, group defense has been observed among these mechanisms [10] [8] for both vertebrate or invertebrate animals. We derive a model that extend the classical interference competition model [4] (see also [1]) by incorporating a Holling type IV term [6], [7] that we call 
Holling type IV competitive response on group defense. In our framework the competition model takes into account the increase on the time spent to snatch resources to other species’ individuals due to group defense strategy (of the other species). It can be seen as a continuation of our previous work [9], where the so called Holling type II competitive response was introduced in the classical interference competition model to incorporate the time spent in interfering with competitors. The resulting model expands the outcomes allowed by the classical Lotka-Volterra competition model by,

1. Enlarging the range of parameter values that allow coexistence scenarios.

2. Displaying dynamical scenarios not allowed by the classical model in the form of multi-stable scenarios: bi/tri-stable conditional coexistence (species can either coexist or one/any of them go extinct), bi/tristable unconditional coexistence (there exist two or three possible coexistence steady states).

Our results lighten the balance between intra/inter species competitive pressure that is behind competing species coexistence that starting from the outcomes [11], [12]. Besides, the model presented herein displays stable alternative states in which the species coexist unconditionally as a result of the group defense strategy. This mechanism is an alternative explanation to empirical observations [5].
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